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Socials
We could book the Edge for a BIG pub lecture.

Also, the boater (outdoors) could be a good venue for a huge pub lecture.

Finance
eXpense 365 app is down

Rebecca has tried logging in and logging out but to no avail.

This has been an issue since yesterday

Might need to email SU finance - tell them itʼs urgent.

Once we have the money in our account - we arenʼt sure what to do

We could book a meeting with SU finance  Ruth and Rebecca will 
attend.

Follow-up for updates over the weekend about the status of eXpense 365.

SU Website
Nobody has looked at the questionnaire yet - but people will check it as 
soon as they can.

Then, we will post the link into a newsletter.

@March 7, 
2024
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Depending on the level of responses, we can discuss how we can 
implement peopleʼs comments.

Make sure we tell people that weʼve seen their responses and we will try to 
implement.

Consider repeating pub lectures because of how popular they are.

Academic Co-ordinator
We need to be careful about advertising things too quickly before details 
were confirmed Pub lectures).

If we try to set up the next pub lecture NOW, we can keep a string of 
bookings going.

Phil Trinh as a candidate, Chris Budd potentially.

We could even get people to vote for candidates to host a pub lecture by 
doing a vote on Instagram or WhatsApp.

Email Maths DOS to advertise a ChessSoc X BUMS social to all lectures

Braley to email Gunnar about the above.

Whilst Braley does these tasks, Matt will start sorting out venue bookings.

Social Media
We still need to set up the link tree (priority).

SU link

WhatsApp group

We should be taking more photos at the events, and do a photos roundup 
on the Instagram.

We should do a social that isnʼt a pub lecture soon, so that we can appeal to 
more members.

Pub quiz could be a natural next step for a non-pub-lecture socials.

Matt to email Waleed about hosting a pub quiz.

We could do an SU takeover at some point on the Instagram.
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Socials Roundup
Date for future pub lectures 26th~28th March)

STEM Ball
Too late now and probably not realistic.

We should emphasise to the next committee how important it is that they 
plan this very early October ish) if they wanna do it in the Spring.

AOB
Braley is running for Chair next year. Letʼs support her!


